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Today’s Class

Magnetic Forces on Wires

Magnetic Forces on a Current Loop

Summary



Magnetic Force 
On a Current-Carrying Conductor

�F = q�v ⇥ �B

Recall magnetic force for an individual charge:

Can be re-written in terms of a current flow 
through a straight wire segment with length “l”:

�F = I�l ⇥ �B

Note that “l” is a vector: Alone, the 
current “I” does not describe direction.



Magnetic Force 
On a Current-Carrying Conductor

�F = I�l ⇥ �B

By taking an integral over the total length, 
we can obtain the force due to the B-field.

Of course, not all wires are straight.. we can also 
divide a wire into infinitesimal segments:

d�F = Id�l ⇥ �B



Magnetic Force 
Let’s do some board examples!



Today’s Class

Magnetic Forces on a Wire

Magnetic Forces on a Current Loop

Summary



Magnetic Forces 
On a Current Loop

Magnetic force on a loop (“magnetic dipole”) is equal 
to the sum of forces on the loop segments!

The net force will be zero!
However: There is a torque, analogous 

to that on an electric dipole

⇥� = ⇥µ⇥ ⇥B

Where: �µ = I �A



Magnetic Dipoles
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Dipole Moment:
Torque on Dipole:

�µ = I �A
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⇤� = ⇤µ⇥ ⇤B = µB sin⇥
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Dipole Potential Energy
Potential energy due to (possible) torque on a dipole:

U = ��µ · �B

Maximized (      ) when 

Minimized (      ) when 

Zero when 

Zero when 

� = 180�+µB

�µB � = 0

� = 90�

� = �90�

= �µB cos�

(Unstable)
(Stable)



Summary / Next Class:

Look forward to homework / M.P.


Ask questions!


